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Waiting



Source

And it’s been like that for a long time.

Nobody likes to wait.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bowery_men_waiting_for_bread_in_bread_line,_New_York_City,_Bain_Collection.jpg


Source

waiting 
ˈweɪtɪŋ/ 

noun 
1. the action of staying where one is or 
delaying action until a particular time or 
event. 
"years of waiting"

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bowery_men_waiting_for_bread_in_bread_line,_New_York_City,_Bain_Collection.jpg
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Web Performance
!



Users expect ~2-3 seconds to load a site…  

This is a user’s definition of ‘fast’ 

And today, we’re even aiming to deliver something faster

User Expectations



50% of people say they'll abandon a page that takes 
longer than 4 seconds to load

User Expectations



Depending on a users location and infrastructure it 
might take longer 

More than 8-10 seconds of load time for sure is pushing 
it and people will not wait

User Expectations



Delay      User perception 

0–100 ms   Instant

100–300 ms Small perceptible delay

300–1000 ms Machine is working

1,000+ ms  Likely mental context switch

10,000+ ms Task is abandoned

Source

http://chimera.labs.oreilly.com/books/1230000000545/ch10.html#SPEED_PERFORMANCE_HUMAN_PERCEPTION


The unofficial rule of thumb in the web 
performance community:  

Render pages, or at the very least provide 
visual feedback, in under 250 milliseconds to 

keep the user engaged!

Source

http://chimera.labs.oreilly.com/books/1230000000545/ch10.html#SPEED_PERFORMANCE_HUMAN_PERCEPTION


Our Logical Conclusion:  
Faster is Be!er!



The Impact of Performance 
(and why you should care)



Speeding up a 
fundraising site by 

60% increased 
donations by 14%. 

— Obama Campaign

Adding half a second to a 
search results page can 
decrease traffic and ad 

revenues by 20% 
— Google

Every additional 100 
milliseconds of load 

time decreased 
sales by 1%. 
— Amazon

40% of surveyed online 
shoppers will abandon a 

page that takes more 
than 3 seconds to load. 

— Akamai



Let’s have a look at 
Global Network Speed



http://www.netindex.com

Global Broadband Average 
Download: 21.3Mbps 

Global Mobile Average 
Download: 10.9Mbps

http://www.netindex.com


Turns Out…  
Not Quite That Easy!

Top 20 Countries Broadband Download 2012 - 2014



November 2014
Philippines 

Download: 3.49Mbps (Mobile roughly the same) 

Indonesia 
Download: 5.27Mbps (Mobile 2.67Mbps) 

USA 
Download: 31.3Mbps (Mobile 13.33Mbps)



Sounds pre!y good!



3G, Edge, GPRS



3G, Edge, GPRS 
or Maybe (Close to) Offline…



This is Why 
Faster Sites are Be!er!



2013 - 2016 

Source

http://httparchive.org/interesting.php


Building for Performance



Performance Techniques Today

Concatenation of Files 
Image Sprites 
Inline Images 

Domain Sharding 



Rendering Pages



Waiting for DOM and CSSOM to build the render tree. 

Render tree contains nodes to render the page. 

Layout computes the exact position and size. 

Paint turns the render tree into pixels on screen.

Render-Tree Construction, 
Layout & Paint

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en


Waiting for CSS 

Avoids “Flash of Unstyled Content” (FOUC)

Render Blocking CSS

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en


The parser has to stop for scripts before continuing to 
parse HTML. 

  
   

JavaScript can query and modify DOM and CSSOM. 

  JavaScript blocks DOM construction unless 
explicitly declared as async.

Render Blocking JavaScript

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en


Every request fetched inside of HEAD, will postpone 
the rendering of the page 

Loading JavaScript

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en


Every request takes roughly ~200ms 

Avoid unnecessary redirects

Limit HTTP Requests

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en


Critical Resource 

Critical Path Length 

Critical Bytes

The Critical Rendering Path

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en


Optimising the Critical 
Rendering Path

=
Ge!ing stuff on the screen 

fast



Minimize the number of critical resources. 

Minimize the number of critical bytes. 

Minimize the critical path length. 

A critical resource is a resource that can block 
initial rendering of a page.

Source

https://developers.google.com/web/fundamentals/performance/critical-rendering-path/?hl=en










The History of HTTP


